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"Austin, Leo, these two Cleansing Pills are for you two." Leon took out two Cleansing Pills for them.

"What?!"

"These are for us? Am I hearing that right?"

Both Austin and Leo were stunned as they knew just how valuable the Cleansing Pills were. All the families in the southern

region would kill to obtain a single pill. Neither of them had expected Leon to prepare the pills for them as they were only Leon's

subordinates.

In the midst of their shock, none of them dared to accept the pills.

"You heard me right! These are for you! You two are at the perfect age to take the Cleansing Pills!" Leon nodded.

"But... Mister Wolf, the Cleansing Pills are too valuable. We can't accept these..." Austin and Leo said sheepishly.

Since they were both martial artists, they longed to increase their strength with the Cleansing Pills. However, they did not think

that they had the right to obtain the pills, given their status and power levels.

"I'm not asking for your opinion! You two work for me, and the best pills I produce will go to my own people! This is an order!"

Leon said sternly for the first time.

"But... Yes, sir!" Austin and Leo said in unison out of respect toward Leon.

The two suppressed their excitement and accepted the Cleansing Pills before falling onto their knees before Leon.

"Thank you for your generosity, Mister Wolf! We will never forget your kindness, and we will be forever loyal to you..." They said

earnestly.

They started out as powerless martial artists that no one had ever heard of. Ever since they joined Cynthion Group, they have

been given countless Energy Nurturing Pills and obtained the Dispel Demon Method from Leon, which allowed them to reach the

Supreme State.

With the Cleansing Pills and powerful resources provided by Leon, they might be able to reach the Overlord State or even the

Emperor State, which would alter the course of their lives.

Their hearts were immediately filled with gratitude toward Loen.

"Get up! Just be sure to focus on your training. Don't let me down!" Leon said.

"Yes! We won't disappoint you!" Austin and Leo said with determination before getting back on their feet.

Spencer, Stephen, and Mason stared at Austin and Leo enviously. However, they knew that the Cleansing Pills worked best for

younger individuals, and they were too old for the pill to work. Hence, none of them expected to receive the Cleansing Pills.

The three felt depressed and slightly disappointed, but what Leon said next instantly brought them great joy!
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